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Transit ads dominate daytime advertising offering high visibility
at an easyto-read eye level: Generating exposure opportunity
far exceeding electronic or other print mediums for the same
dollar invested.

An lnvoluntary Mass Medium
Bus advertising targets vehicular and pedestrian traffic as an 'involuntary' mass medium; it cannot be
turned off, tuned out or thrown away. No other medium offers the impact, image & repetitive exposure.

Market Penetration
Transit displays go where people live, work, and play. lt reaches all income levels, providing total market
penetration that often cannot be reached by traditional media.

Unbeatable Reach and Frequency
Buses travel regularly scheduled routes through geographic markets that include commercial, industrial,
large and small shopping malls, entertainment centers as well as urban and high income suburbs.

The Gost
Transit displays are a fraction the cost of other mediums.
No other medium can give you the impact and exposure
for the same dollar invested. Transit ads run from sunrise
to sunset and more, something thats simply unobtainable
with any other medium.

Any budget can be accommodated from small to large.
Rates are determined by placement, size and length of
contract. To find out your specific opportunities contact us
today to schedule a consultation with no obligation. We
will need to identify your target market, demographic base
and current or past efforts in order to provide the best and
most suitable options for your business.

tel: 203.453.5735

[ax: 203-453-0503

The lnside Track
lnterior displays offer repetitive
exposure and the opportunity to give
a more detailed message to a captive
audience with time on their hands.
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